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Abstract: This paper proposed a new simple harmonic oscillator. It uses artificial neural network as
a robust compensator. Artificial neural network decreases temperature efect. The neural network (NN)
uses Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method for training the system to have more accurate response. An
electronic circuit is described in which the pull-in voltage of capacitive microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) devices is applied as a reference for a stable alternating voltage source at frequencies
between 5 kHz and 100 kHz. The simulation results are very promising.
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INTRODUCTION

Proposals for an ac voltage reference based on a capacitive microelectromechanical system (MEMS) were
first published in 1998 (Oja et al., 2000; Cretu et al., 2001). The MEMS ac voltage reference is based on the
characteristic pull-in point of the MEMS component. This pull-in point depends only on the component
geometry and material properties of single crystal silicon. The benefits of MEMS components in reference
applications are good stability, low1/f noise, large operation voltage range, small size, and low power
consumption. The electronics of a stable ac voltage reference is easier to realize than the electronics of a dc
voltage reference. Indeed, while the dc reference requires a feedback circuit (Karkkainen et al., 2004), only
an ac current drive is needed for the ac voltage reference to bias the component to the pull-in position. In
addition, electrode charging effects are negligible when using an ac signal for the actuation of the moving
electrode (Karkkainen et al., 2005). The concept of using the pull-in voltage of capacitive
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) devices as both direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) voltage
references has been described before (Oja et al., 2000; Cretu et al., 2001; Karkkainen et al., 2004; Karkkainen
et al., 2005). These MEMS capacitors have one fixed electrode and one electrode that can move from its
position and is somehow suspended from one or more springs. The pull-in voltage is determined by the force
balance between the spring force and the electric force created by the applied voltage. Within the Electro
Mechanical Microstructures for precision Applications (EMMA) project, this concept has been studied in further
detail. Dynamic and electrical analysis of MEMS capacitor with accelerated motion effects are investigated by
Kawano et al., (2005). R.F. Wolffenbuttel, and C.J. van Mullem, are discussed on the relationship between
Microsystems technology and metrology in (Wolffenbuttet and Mullem, 2001). H. Seppa. is investigated
applications of Microsystems in precision measurements (Seppa, 2004). M. Behera et al. are presented accurate
simulation of phase noise in RF MEMS VCOs in (Behera et al.,2004). Design and characterization of a high
stability capacitive MEMS device intended for an AC voltage reference at 100 kHz or higher frequencies is
presented by A. Karkkainen et al., (2004) They also investigated stability of microelectromechanical devices
for electrical metrology (Kyynarainen et al., 2001). Erik F. Dierikx is presented two AC voltage reference in
We have simulated this electronic circuit.

2.Materials and Methods 2.1.Principle of MEMS Operation:
First we investigate properties of MEMS capacitor. If a sinusoidal current with an RMS amplitude IRMS and

angular frequency is driven through a spring suspended moving plate capacitor, the amplitude of the AC
voltage across the plates is given by (Karkkainen et al., 2005).
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Where C0 is the capacitance at zero voltage, k is the spring constant, and d the gap between the plates. 
describes the second-order terms due to mechanical movement of the plate and x is the plate deflection from
the rest position x0. The pull-in voltage is
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Where Fm describes all external mechanical forces effecting the component such as vibrations, tensions, and
ambient gravity. Again, �" describes second-order terms, which depend on parasitic capacitance CS, component
mechanical Q value, parallel resistance, etc. The device is operated at a frequency higher than its resonant
frequency f = �0 /2, to minimize the influence of the mechanical forces.

The amplitude VRMS has a maximum VRMS,MAX, which can be used as an AC voltage reference since a small
change IRMS in the current near the pull-in point has only a minor effect on VRMS.

2.2. MEMS-Stabilized Harmonic Oscillator:
2.2.1. Oscillator Description:

Instead of using a sine-wave generator to actuate the MEMS capacitor, a self-oscillating circuit has been
created in which the output voltage is stabilized by the MEMS capacitor. A schematic diagram of the circuit
is given in Figure. 1.

The oscillation conditions are as follows: At the resonance frequency fres, the loop gain equals 1, and the
loop phase shift equals 0. The stability condition for harmonic oscillation is as follows: When the amplitude
increases, the loop gain must decrease, and when the amplitude decreases, the loop gain must increase. These
conditions are fulfilled by the three blocks shown in Fig. 1. For the practical implementation of this circuit,
a simple band pass filter is used for the frequency selection. This filter has its maximum gain and 0� phase
shift at the resonance frequency.

In this case, fres is chosen to be 105 kHz. The “EMMA AC REF” block is based on the circuit shown in
Figure. 2.

In this circuit, the current through the MEMS capacitor CMEMS can be accurately controlled, and thus, CMEMS
can be controlled to its maximum output voltage V pi. Resistors R1 and R2 in Figure.2 are 20 M� each. The
transfer function of this circuit is given by, with C1 = 10 pF and CMEMS typically 5 pF to 9 pF, and is to first-
order frequency independent.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of a MEMS-stabilized harmonic resistance–capacitance oscillator

Fig. 2: Simplified diagram of the circuit to drive an accurate ac current through CMEMS
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2.2.2. Oscillator Results:
The circuit works with both the cantilever device as well as with the round plate device. We have selected

the cantilever device that pull-in voltage of this device is �12.5 V. The resonance frequency was about 105
kHz, which is close to the maximum frequency at which this circuit works. The temperature coefficient of Vout
was found to be -0.085%/ C. The main disadvantage of this oscillator circuit is that the gain has to be
manually adjusted to the pull-in voltage of the MEMS capacitor. We have used of neural network for solving
this disadvantage.

2.3. An Overview on Artificial Neural Networks:
Artificial Neural Networks are directly inspired from the biology of the human brain, where billions of

neurons are interconnected to process a variety of complex information. We used a 1-2-1 artificial neural
network (figure3).

For training the network we suggest the Levenberg- Marquardt (LM) algorithm. In the following the
Levenberg-Marquart method is reviewed (Haykin, 1999; Hagan et al., 1996). In the EBP algorithm, the
performance index F(w) to be minimized is defined as the sum of squared errors between the target outputs
and the network's simulated outputs, namely:

  (3)( ) TF w e e	

Where                       consists  of all weights of the network, e is the error vector comprising the 1 2[ , ,..., ]Nw w w w	

error for all the training examples. When training with the LM method, the increment of weights �w can be
obtained as follows:

  (4)
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Where J is the Jacobian matrix, μ is the learning rate which is to be updated using the � depending on
the outcome. In particular, μ is multiplied by decay rate � (0<�<1) whenever F(w) decreases, whereas μ is
divided
by � whenever F(w) increases in a new step.

The standard LM training process can be illustrated in the following pseudo-codes,
1.Initialize the weights and parameter μ (μ=.01 is appropriate). 
2.Compute the sum of the squared errors over all inputs F(w).
3.Solve (4) to obtain the increment of weights �w
4.Recompute the sum of squared errors F(w)
Using w + �w as the trial w, and judge IF trial F(w) < F(w) in step 2 THEN

w=w+�w
�=�.�(�=.1)

Go back to step 2
ELSE

�� �	

go back to step 4

END

Considering performance index is F(w) = eTe using the Newton method we have as:
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The gradient can write as:
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J(W) is called the Jacobian matrix. Next we want to find the Hessian matrix. The k, j elements of the
Hessian matrix yields as:
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The Hessian matrix can then be expressed as follows:
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If we assume that S(w) is small, we can approximate the Hessian matrix as:

 (14)2 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )TF w J w J w� 	

Using (5) and (12) we obtain the Gauss-Newton method

 (15)

The advantage of Gauss-Newton is that it does not require calculation of second derivatives.
There is a problem the Gauss-Newton method is the matrix H=JTJ may not be invertible. This can be

overcome by using the following modification.
Hessian matrix can be written as

 (16)G H I�	 �

Suppose that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H are {�1, �2,……. ,�n} and {Z1, Z2,……. ,Zn}, Then:
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Therefore the eigenvectors of G are the same as the eigenvectors of H, and the eigenvalues of G are
(�i+μ). The matrix G is positive definite by increasing μ until (�i+μ)>0 for all i therefore the matrix will be
invertible.

This leads to Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm:
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As known, learning parameter, μ is illustrator of steps of actual output movement to desired output. In
the standard LM method, μ is a constant number.

In This paper input matrix for training NN has 1*1000 dimensions and the output matrix has 1* 1000
dimensions. After training NN, for testing NN a 1* 100 matrix is given to input of NN and the results is
evaluated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we used a 1-2-1 artificial neural network (figure3). The net used was feed-forward neural
network trained by Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method. Output of network is gain that is showed in
figure1.When temperature changes; neural network selects suitable gain to compensate variation output voltage.
Mean squared error (MSE) is shown in figure4.

Figure5 compare variation maximum voltage to temperature in two cases using neural network and without
neural network.

Fig. 3: schematic of neural network

Fig. 4: Mean squared error (MSE) of neural network
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Fig. 5:Variation of maximum voltage with variation of  temperature

Stability of AC voltage reference is very important. We should decrease effect temperature on reference
voltage. In this study we used of neural network to decrease this effect. The simulation results are very
promising. Thus using of neural network is a suitable way to compensate this effect.
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